Suzuki aerio forums

It featured two different valve gasoline inline-four engines , with 1. Production was discontinued
in around the world and replaced by the Suzuki SX4 , except in China where production was
continued by Changhe-Suzuki until Models in North America got a larger and more powerful 2.
A 5-speed manual transmission was standard with a 4-speed automatic optional. All-wheel-drive
was available, but only with the automatic. Key changes over the years included an upgrade to a
new 2. Only the Aerio sedan remained for , as the hatchback had been shelved to make room for
the new SX4 hatchback. Throughout its run, the Aerio was distinct for being the most affordable
car in America to offer all-wheel drive. In Europe , where the car was called Liana an acronym
for Life In A New Age , it was seen as a more affordable alternative to small family cars or to
mini MPVs , introducing a new generation of Suzuki M engines , with 1. All wheel drive was
available on the bigger engine. In the car was restyled with a look that closer resembled the
Japanese version, and also received a Diesel engine , with a valve version of the 1.
Changhe-Suzuki in China released a new 1. Celebrity guests would appear on the show every
week to be interviewed and to set a lap time in a saloon model Suzuki Liana. The primary car,
along with spare cars, were kept stock except for a roll cage and racing seats which were added
as safety measures. In its three-year tenure on Top Gear, the Liana covered 1, laps of the circuit;
its tires and brakes were changed times; and it required six new clutches, two new hubs,
driveshafts, wishbones, struts and gear linkages and a replacement wing mirror. Until , it
enjoyed a partial retirement, and was still brought back when the guest was a Formula 1 driver.
In , Suzuki specially built spaceframe racing cars for hillclimb races with a bodyshell to
resemble the Aerio dubbed the Suzuki Aerio P Pikes Peak Special driven by its rally team
manager and former rally driver, Nobuhiro Tajima. Tajima retired from the race, one mile 1.
Tajima would finish as runner up in the All Japan Dirt Trial Championship that year with the
same car and won the Race to the Sky hillclimb in , [4] before it was rebuilt as a Grand Vitara,
then in as an XL7, breaking the overall course record at Pikes Peak. Media related to Suzuki
Aerio at Wikimedia Commons. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Top Gear.
Retrieved Series 8. Episode 1. BBC Two. Global Suzuki. Archived from the original on July 22,
Carry global. Suzuki automobile timeline, European market, sâ€”present. Suzuki road vehicle
timeline, North American market, â€”present. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Compact car Mini MPV hatchback. City car.
Subcompact car. Compact car. SX4 S-Cross. Mid-size car. Mini SUV. Compact SUV. Grand
Vitara. Mid-size SUV. Compact crossover. Compact MPV. Suzuki ceased selling automobiles in
the United States and Canada between and Vehicles for the North American market from
onwards are sold exclusively in Mexico. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
December Have any of you had many good or bad experiences with the Aerio in snow and ice
conditions? How does the traction compare to other vehicles you have owned? Im curious. I
was surprised to see the sales reports for the Aerio. As of the end of November, Suzuki has sold
a mere 12, Aerios. We own one relatively rare car! It makes you wonder how Suzuki makes any
profit selling this car here. It is cool though because we will always feel like we have a unique
car since we won't see our same car at every stoplight. What I would like to see is how the sales
are broken down between the sedan and the SX. I wonder if the SX is selling better than Suzuki
thought. Hi all, Yes, the Aerio seems to be a unique car until this week here in Southern Calif at
least. I thought it was mine!. I thought maybe there was a gathering in my neighborhood. The
SX's were yellow. Happy motoring. I too am suddenly starting to see a few more of them on the
road but the sales volume is low compared to most other makes which does not surprise me at
all. Suzuki is a small niche player in this country and has been since or so but have bigger plans
for increased sales spread out over the next 5 years. They are a large producer on a world wide
scale. The Aerio is made in both Japan and Europe and shipped to many markets. Those for
North America are probably just produced a couple of days per month as they have to
incorporate changes for each market. I strongly suspect the factory in Japan is doing just fine
from a profit standpoint on the Aerio as profits dont just depend on the U. It takes time to
drastically increase sales and they have a loyal core of past customers to build on. Most former
owners have kept their Suzukis longer than the national average which is a tribute to their
durability. I see their biggest shortcoming as a lack of advertising at the national level. They
seem to leave most advertising up to the dealers which is not enough. I remember when Toyota
and Datsun Nissan had very modest beginnings in the late "s. Both my brother and I were in the
market for a small station wagon. My brother looked at it first and reported that it looked "weird"
and that he didn't like the digital dash at all because of the small little display window. He
bought a Protege5 instead. Well, I went and had a look. I loved the car, although it didn't look

much like a wagon to me. I also didn't mind the digital display and felt I could get used to it. I
got really angry that Suzuki considers a safety feature a "luxury", and walked out of the
dealership. Lucky for the salesman, he also sells Subaru and called me with an offer on an
Impreza "wagon". I have to dig into my pocket a little deeper but it is a safer car. Saftey is
number one for me. Well, ABS is not necessarily a safety feature. How many race cars feature
ABS brakes? However, I wish the cost of the 4 WD version was a little lower. My two cents. Yes
they do! Insurance companies do take ABS brakes into consideration when quoting an
insurance rate. Go to the Subaru website Canada and select the option for a rate quotation from
an insurance company. I don't remember the name of the insurance company, but one of the
questions on the form was wether the car is equipped with ABS brakes or not. If this was not a
factor in the rate calculation, the question would not be asked. Your money, your choice. Was
the "loaded" Aerio still cheaper than the Subaru? I also looked at Subarus when I bought my
Aerio, but went with the Suzuki because of the greater cargo capacity and lower price. The Aerio
is a really tall skinny car. It just looked awkward with its proportions. I also didn't like the Aerio's
interior. It looks really cheap. I test drove both cars btw and found that the Accent's engine was
a lot smoother while the Aerio's was really gruff sounding. I'm really disappointed with Suzuki
for bringing this car out after showing their Aerio Concept car at Autoshows last year. From
reviews, they said the Aerio can be modified like the Civics. I really don't think it has that
potential unless you like a really well decorated golf cart. January Of course, you are entitled to
your own opinion, but your comparison doesn't make much sense. There is no comparison
between them as far as interior materials are concerned. The plastics and cloth used in the
Aerio is of a higher quality than the Accent's not to mention the paint quality. Both engines are
equally loud when you rev them to the redline. You do hear more of a burbly exhaust note at
lower speeds in the Aerio, but it's not intrusive and actually gives it a sporty persona. I find the
Aerio's engine to be a little smoother based on the smaller number of vibes felt through the seat
and steering wheel. Don't get me wrong, the Accent was a good car and a great value. But
higher quality materials than the Aerio? I think not. I do agree the sedan looks quite ackward,
especially from the rear. The SX's design is much better looking. I installed a wheelskins black
leather steering cover today. It was a definite improvement and well worth it. The wheel now has
a pleasing thickness to its grip and feels softer a big improvement over the skinny, hard, and
cold to the touch standard wheel. It took a little over an hour to hand sew the thing on, but it
looks almost factory and adds a touch of luxury to the standard fare economy class interior. I
highly recommend this upgrade. I was really set on buying this car since it fit my criteria of
mileage, price and equipment. I found the Aerio to look good in pictures and commercials but
seeing it on the dealer lot next to another car, it looked really awkward and at that point I found
myself not to be so convinced anymore. It was actually by chance that I went to a Hyundai
dealership. Hyundais are supposed to be embarrasing cars to be seen in but I looked at a white
Accent GL with beige interior and I was really taken in awe. The dealer let me test drive a 5sp GL
and needless to say I was sold. Btw, the Accent has a 1. There is a big difference on how the
engine sounds and how powerful it is. I actually am comparing the Accent and Aerio not to each
other but to my Maxima. In this case, I found the Accent to be the car that I can be happy with
mechanically after driving a Maxima. Of course, I'm still embarrassed to be seen in it. Safety is
number one for me because I have two small children. But I also didn't mind paying more
because I have had 20 years of pleasant experience owning Subarus, and no experience
whatsoever with Suzuki. Just curious, but did you buy an Impreza without AC and all those
other luxury doodads you didn't want? Reason I ask is because Imprezas in the US come
standard with all that stuff. It may be different in Canada, but if it's not, than how could you get
so angry at Suzuki for making you buy the luxury stuff to get the ABS, when all you simply did
was buy a Subaru with the same luxury stuff? Yes, if the US market wants it we have to take it
too, even if we might use it 2 months out of the whole year. The Canadian market is not big
enough to warrant "special attention". I was going to borrow a neighbors truck to pick up some
8 foot boards and angle iron mouldings but discovered thwy would fit in my SX Aerio with the
back seat down and placed them in the center between the fron seats and rested them on top of
the dash on the carpeted dash cover. Worked out great and they could have been 9 feet long.
Happy with the load space, the safety rating, headroom, tall seats, comfort and vision. We made
the right choice when buying this after comparing 5 or 6 vehicles. Glad to hear your Aerio SX is
serving you well! Any notes to share? It would be interesting to see some more vehicle updates
in this discussion. Thanks for your participation! Anyone found a simple fix yet with this
aggravating problem? Now that its cold all day, both of my front door panels buzz constantly
and have gotten louder so that music doesn't even drown it out. Putting just slight pressure on
the door panel either by pushing or pulling makes the noise stop also lowering the window a
hair will do the same thing since the panel flexes out when the window goes down. I have it

narrowed down to either something behind the panel at the very top of it or the small plastic
weatherstrip between the window and door panel. Has anyone had this fixed by a dealer or fixed
it themselves? I would appreciate some help as this noise is driving me crazy! It's really ruining
my enjoyment of the car. I mean, my 92 Miata with k doesn't rattle or buzz as bad as this car
does! In particular read post 4 where jontyrees has posted a solution to the door buzz and other
common problems Good luck. For future reference, look for a direct link to this Aerio Problems
discussion in the Helpful Links on the left side of the page. And, please return to this discussion
to share your overall Suzuki Aerio experience. After looking at several small cars we decided to
give the Aerio SX a test drive. I thought it was a bit strange looking, but also sleek and
interesting! After we tried it and thought about all of the other small cars and how cramped they
were, we decided we liked the Aerio the best. It is very spacious inside for how small it looks,
you sit high in it almost like an SUV. It handles pretty good drives like a car and has a rockin
stereo with 6 disc changer. The backseat has just as much room as the front seat, which can't
be said for many cars. A peg broke off the side inside the back hatch that the back tray sits on.
Don't know how it broke, but it broke on it's own. The dealer said they would order the part, but
that was a month ago and I haven't heard from them yet. My other complaints minor ones would
be the door buzzing not very noticeable in mine and that the heat vents on the floor don't work
to well to heat your feet even with the dash vents closed. These are minor problems though, and
we still love our Aerio after 5 months and almost miles. I own a SX automatic with 5, miles on it
weekend driving only. My door buzzing problem appears to have diminished significantly on its
own. The right passenger door used to buzz at highway speeds, not very loudly, but annoyingly
nonetheless. The buzzing now seems to occur only occassionally and for short periods of time.
I am in NY, and we've been having cold weather which, according to other posts, should only
exacerbate the situation. So it's a mystery. My power windows, especially the front driver one,
used to go up and down with a loud scratching noise. The dealer's service dept. I believe they
lubricated something, but did not do any other major type of work it's NY so they don't have
time to chat about things, and they did not explain what exactly was done. I wonder if the two
problems are related. They only became aware of it in December. They had to order the parts,
and I waited for over a month for their call. Then I called myself, and the parts had been in for
awhile. So it pays to call them - customer service is not the best at both Suzuki dealerships and
their service departments. I don't remember if anyone has done it already here, but I could
provide the TSB number and parts number for the brakes. As to the heating, I agree that floor
heating is very weak and takes a long time to start working. Eventually, the heating system
starts cranking and the whole cabin heats up well. I have hit three large potholes on separate
occassions, one with my rear right wheel, another with my left front wheel and another with my
front right wheel. I thought the wheels or tires would be totally busted. But the wheels and tires
are fine. What a nice surprise. And lastly, could anyone let me know if the front tires should be
inflated a couple of pounds more than the rear tires since the front tires carry more weight
engine. The placard says 30 psi for all tires, but it doesn't seem to make sense. Suzuki
engineers know best, so I would leave the tire pressure the same front and rear. You could
inflate all tires a few more psi for better fuel economy if you are willing to endure a harder ride.
As for the buzzing doors, I discovered that a lot of people have this problem after reading the
forum at suzukiaerioforum. Apparently, it is caused by a large block of foam that becomes
unglued from the door and vibrates. Those who have tried to get it fixed by the dealer have met
resistance, so I think I will attempt to take the door panel off myself and reglue the foam. I might
do it this weekend, but we will see. My old SAAB 2nd car instructs to carry 1 pound more air in
the rear tires and all the old French cars I used to drive in the seventies always called for 2
pounds more in the rear tires. It was common for European front wheel drive cars to call for
such a set up. The weight up front anchors the front when cornering and the light rear end
might skid unless you stiffen up the sidewalls with more air and that set up helps counteract
any torque steer which was common in some older FWD cars. Experiment with different air
pressures. I carried 2 pounds extra in front and 3 extra in the rear of my Aerio until I changed to
a different tire set up and now I carry 4 and 5 pounds extra. We experienced a slight door buzz
for one day only. We banged on the left end of the dash and it never came back but I suspect we
were lucky. At one time I noticed a windshield line or defect and a lot of glare that was very
bothersome when driving into the sun. We got a dash cover from Dash Designs of Tempe,
Arizona and that solved the glare problem and I havent noticed the line defect ever since. Hope
this helps. My Aerio SX 5-speed acted up real bad this morning. It was below freezing as a
reference point to the temp where the problem occured. I was driving along and everything
seemed fine and than all of a sudden the car started surging intermitently while traveling at
50mph it felt like I lifted the gas slightly and than pushed it back down but my foot didn't move. I
noticed the clutch pedal felt lighter and was engaging at the very top of its travel. The problem

that really worried me was after I came to a stop. When restarting in first gear, the clutch felt like
it was slipping the car didn't want to go and than engaged followed by a jerk and more slipping
with very little acceleration it felt like I lifted my foot completely off the gas right after engaging
the clutch but I was asking for the car to accelerate. When I shifted into second, it felt like it
slipped again because the car hit a dead spot where it would just sputter and not accelerate and
than all of a sudden it would jerk and accelerate fine. It kept doing this every time I stopped and
felt like it wasn't going to get me to work. I drove directly to my Suzuki dealer since I felt there
was something very wrong with my clutch. Of course, after I got a rep in the car with me, it
didn't do any of the shaking, acceleration problems, or surging that it did with me. It seemed to
run fine although the clutch pedal still feels lighter to me. The rep basically said he didn't see
anything wrong and tried to ask me what cars I was comparing it to. I checked the clutch fluid
and it is fine and no check engine lights came on. Was this a case of frozen water in the gas I
live in Florida so we don't encounter gas problems or is my clutch slipping due to cold
weather? This newest problem has really dampened my enthusiasm for this car as none of my
old or new cars have ever done something like this to me. Any insight would be much
appreciated. If the clutch really was engaging differently then I'm not quite sure what to make of
it, especially if the fluid level is fine. Did the engine lights come on at all while this was going
on? If so, head back to your dealer right away and have them hook up the computer as the
codes are usually stored for the next 50 starts or so before being wiped clean. All the standard
stuff. I don't own an Aerio but was about to post something else next so I thought I'd post this
generic advice. No, not me. It was my first time driving in a night winter rally and I came in 18th
out of 31 novice entries and 32nd overall out of 44 that finished plus 3 DNFs and 1 DNS. I
thought you'd be interested to know that the winning intermediate more experienced than me
but not as experienced as expert class entry drove a silver Aerio AWD; he came in 2nd overall.
Having 3 Suzukis' I have to say theu go untill it isn't cost effective to fix them any more. I have 2
Geo Metros and a Suzuki X Thanks for the insight. I now think something was wrong with the
gas, ignition system, or condensation froze on some line somewhere. It drove fine on the way
home in 60 degree weather. I just find it odd it affected how my clutch engaged and felt. The
engine light never came on during any of this sputtering or surging. I do remember the engine
started funny yesterday. It cranked longer and started with one hard shake. Not sure if it is
really related or not. I think I will change gas stations and move up to 89 octane as I've also
noticed some valve pinging under hard acceleration a couple times. Maybe this engine just
doesn't run too good on Ok, Revka Have the buzzing door panels and will enquire at the dealer
this week when I take it in for service about re-gluing those blocks of foam. The buzzing hasn't
been that obvious lately but it's been so cold, the heater and defroster have been cranked up
and the roads have been snowy or slushy, so a lot of other noises may have been masking the
sound. I do have a major vibration in the driver's door panel, but it's of a lower frequency than
the other buzzes and only occurs when the car is first started, is idling around rpm and then
shifted into reverse Will check that one out too, along with the brake clunk. Other than that, no
problems to report. The built in block heater has been real handy in this 2 week old deep freeze.
No driveability problems noted in this cold weather The Nokian NRW's are doing a fine job of
keeping us out of trouble in these wintry conditions. I will say that all the frozen road crud that
builds up in the wheel wells also seems to collect behind the rear wheels up into the bumper
cavity Not many, but a retractable luggage cover would be nice, especially if it was mounted "
higher than the existing one. Ground effects are a bit too low Mileage hasn't been great, but
then it's winter and we haven't been doing much highway driving. Altogether, we're pretty happy
with our purchase and convinced our neighbour to buy one too. Starting to see a fair number
around and 3 right in our neighbourhood Anyway, that's a wrap for now Artdecho, What kind of
gas milage are you getting? Hi artdecho- Thanks for the update! Glad to hear your Aerio SX is
serving you well. People won't have to scroll through hundreds of messages to find helpful
information in an area set aside for problems and solutions. Well, my Aerio ran fine again this
morning so I guess it was a fluke. Thankfully, the rattle only occurs at rpms as the engine is
slowly decreasing its rpm after a cold start. Nonetheless, it is still very loud and annoying and
makes me wonder where this car was really built I'm not too impressed with this car's build
quality and am already wishing I could trade it in. I originally thought I would be happy with this
car for years, but now I think I will get rid of it as soon as finacially possible. I thought those
initial quality rankings for Suzuki were wrong in ranking it as low as Kia, but now I'm beginning
to see how it's possible. All in all, not bad, but Corolla's and Civics get high 30's to high 40's
and the Echo gets low 40's to mid 50's, so Suzuki still has a way to go. Just went in for my 10,
km service am actually at 13K but my 1st service wasn't until 7K as we were on a long trip in the
summer. Suzuki Canada recommends service every 5, km. They fixed the brake clunk installed
the clips under warranty and also looked at the door panels. The chunk of foam in the drivers

door was still glued solid, so they tightened the speaker mountings and put some foam tape
between the panels Other than that, running like a charm. Overall, I think we have very little to
complain about in the scheme of things Overall, I think Suzuki quality is quite good. Also, be
aware that extremely cold weather like we have been having lately will make any car creak and
groan more than normal. Even Honda's new Element seems to have skipping CD players,
rocking driver's seats, bunching up floors and "scratch-resistant" body panels that are anything
but. February Apparently someone ordered a leather interior for a SX, and backed out of the
deal leaving the shop stuck with them. They are charcoal grey. Hopefully, they are good quality,
and work out well once installed. I will let you know how it goes. It is only 7 months old and I
feel it is only worth half what I paid. Can anyone explain? What is up? Otherwise, the car is
great. Does it seem like I am complaining too much? Consumer Digest has rated the 03 Aerio a
best buy. I thought that was interesting. For once, Suzuki was put in good company. The Suzuki
XL-7 also made the list. On another note, I have noticed my car runs much better on Shell 89
octane than it does on 76 87 octane. It seems to run a little smoother and accelerate a bit better.
Maybe this engine retards the timing for I dont think any have gone through the auctions and I
have not seen any used ones for sale. I think someone is guessing at a value or using the old
Esteem as a comparison figure. However, my wife works for a large used car dealer that buys
late model cars and trucks at auction. Believe me, the used car market is saturated and cars are
going through the auctions so cheap that dealers arent really interested in trade ins except at
their figures and they could care less what the book says. It all stems from the cheap financing
and give away deals on new cars that increased sales in the past 2 years which created too
many trades and rental fleets have dumped half of their cars since few people are traveling and
the auctions are clogged which lowers prices. The various used car value books are way off on
their figures for the first time in years. My wife has had several chances to sell her Aerio SX for
more than she paid for it. They now make her hide it out back at work as customers fall in love
with it and ignore what is for sale. She gets to drive a variety of fairly new cars but still loves her
Aerio more than all the others and I agree. She did kind of like a Lincoln LS they had but it was
twice the price. Keep the faith Aerio fans. Just picked it up, and it looks great. Black leather
Katzkin interior, traditional gathered style, per their website. The kit has leather on all the seats
and backs where you actually sit, very durable vinyl on the sides, and rear headrests and
armrest. You can't tell any difference by looking at the grain, but the leater is slightly more
flexible to touch. The door panels put vinyl wherever the fabric was previously - the football
jersey looking stuff for those of you with '02 models. I think they did an excellent job, and I'm
really happy with the results. It also had the added side-effect of getting rid of the buzzing I had
in my doors. Seems it was the seams between the upper and lower door panels that was
buzzing, and the layer of vinyl that now sits in there insulates them from each other. I had the
posting I found the values right here on Edmonds. I understand the reply from posting and I
thank you for it. It's a Ford. Both cars started at nearly the same NEW price. My car is only 6
months old. Any more insight you can give would be helpful. Read your interesting comments. I
still think they are guessing at prices for such a new model and are using some old percentage
comparisons for past models. You mention the Ford Focus. We had traded in a Focus on our
Aerio last April. Two of my older neighbors are seriously thinking of getting an Aerio as they are
impressed and our gas mileage has really picked up lately. Great car. Your leather interior
sounds awesome and it cured your door buzz. Im curious to know it will feel after sitting in the
sun? I worry about that since I live in Arizona. I'm hoping it won't be too bad. I'm also in the sun
belt - Austin, TX, and although it's not as hot as Arizona, it's plenty warm in the summer. I have
a bad habit of buying black cars, and my black SX with the black interior will definitely retain
some heat. I've got a really dark tint on the windows, though, so that should help. I'm still
waiting for that mpg to pick up - miles and counting, and I'm still getting around mpg. All
around, I'm really enjoying this little car, much more satisfying experience than the '99 Trooper I
was driving previously. It originally started at and now hovers at I have miles. Hopefully your
mileage will start improving soon. Are you going to take some pics of the leather interior?? I
would love to see what it looks like. I have a black car as well. I thought a black leather interior
with red inserts where your butt and lower back go as well as Aerio SX embroidered in red on
the upper portion of the backrest would look nice and definitely add some eye appeal the red
would go with the red SX badge as well. What do you think? Of course, I doubt I would spend
that kind of money since I don't think I will keep this car too long. I'd like the red inserts on
black seats color scheme myself, maybe with a Suzuki "S" embroidered. I picked my seat
covers up already made theough. Still, I like the all black look, kinda German looking, if you like
that sort of thing. I'll post pics once I get round to getting a digital camera. Right now, I'm
having a bit of an issue with the seams of the panels on the seat. They're definitely noticable,
and right under my rear end - hopefully they'll soften up and "give" with a little time. At the

Chicago auto show which is starting now, The American Suzuki Motor Corporation master web
site has several announcements about 2 new models for the year including a mid size sedan
designed in Italy to compete with the Toyota Camry, etc, and a sporty compact sedan and 9 new
models in the next few years and greatly increased sales goals for the US market by Many
awards have been mentioned and it can only get better. Check it out. One new car that looked
nice was the Chevy Aveo. It looks remind me of the Aerio. The Aerio is more powerful and nicer
but it is nice that Chevy will sell a nice cheap small car soon. It looks like you're new here. If you
want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. December I have always found the Aerio to be an intriguing, quirky little
car. The fact that there aren't many around and most people don't even know what they are
makes them that much more appealing to me. I have ran across two '05 Aerio SXs at local
dealerships. They're both slightly used, manual transmission and I think they look great. One is
red, the other silver. My biggest concern is how such new cars wound up on a used car lot!? I
know this happens a lot, but it still raises a little suspicion. Any recommedations or input?
Everything I've read indicates that the Aerio is a very reliable car. Is that the experience
everyone here has had? Hi allfiredup, I use to have a Aerio SX. I bought because I liked the
digital dash and the looks. It was a very reliable car and had no problems with mine until I sold it
with 57K miles. The only weak spot seems to be the brake pads seems to wear prematurely. The
car was very easy to maintain as I did all maintenance work I could do. I averaged around 27
mpg. I think the Aerio SX is the best of the model years. The interior improvements are great
especially with the automatic climate control. Good luck with your purchase agreement. You
can't go wrong with the SX. Happy motoring. I just got a new Aerio SX. Roomy, powerful, I really
like it so far. But I don't understand the gas guage. I drove it to the point that the low fuel lite
came on. I immediately went and got gas and I filled up with 9. No big deal. But the specs say
that the tank holds Is this correct? Does something need to be adjusted? My car usually
requires How many times have you filled up? Not all fuel pumps give dead accurate measures
of the fluid put in your tank. January It fell apart as soon as I drove it off the lot As a result of
that defect the all 4 tires had to be replaced. Had viscous coupling for all wheel replaced, had
power door lock replaced, the styrofoam on the rear bumper under the outer plastic fell off. I've
taken cars to the wreckers that have given me less grief than this February MPG, how it rides,do
the tires wear fast, you know all the good stuff. Thanks, Rob. It has 74, miles on it, but it looks
clean Anyone out there have this year with similar miles? Any glaring problems that I should be
thinking about? I'm really tempted to look into this. Any input would be greatly appreciated. I
bought mine new in 03, its even black. The only issue i've had that had to be corrected is that
the back wheels needed camber bolts. If you take the wheel off it is bolt on each back axle
above the disc brake that allows for proper adjustment of the back wheels. The car is fun, AWD
is great! These are all japanese and are a great value!! Go drive it as ask about tire wear, how
many sets have been put on. Thanks for the advice. I guess a test drive would be the ultimate
thing to do, I'm just afraid I'll really like it! I'm not truly "in the market" right now, but when I saw
that price my eyes lit up. I'll keep you posted. Thanks, again, for your input. I own a I have ,
Kms. The drivers side driveshaft falls out of the transmission there's a TSB on that one. The
electrical system is fragile. Front disc brakes are horrible and expensive. Mine were replaced
after driving only 8 KMS. The rear suspension camber can't be adjusted so when it goes
negative from spring sag Tires will wear out quickly if you don't fix it. Bushing are noisey and
require replacement. The remote key is defective. Suzuki replaces it with the same components.
So they die in 2 years. Buy a Honda. I seem to be getting about 24 MPG on the average. When
we bought the 05 the dealer said that the difference should be minor. Any one else getting
better mileage? I have to say that when people have trouble with their cars they are more often
than not very out spoken about it. People that have great luck with their cars usually dont say
much. Its not nice to brag I guess. We normally buy a new car every 2 to 4 years and have been
doing so since We put between 20 and 60 thousand miles a year on them. We now have a
Toyota, a Hyundai, and a Suzuki. The Suzuki has been the only car we have kept after we
normally trade them off. It is the run to the store car now. It has about Total repairs to it have
been a set of CV boots at somewhere about Brake pads last about We change the oil at miles
and flush the tranny and radiator every Tires last between Over all it has been a very good car.
We have had Toyotas that have more problems than this car. One camry we owned had to have
cv joints and motor mounts at under a hundred thousand miles. Over a grand in repairs.
Another Camry had valve seals replaced twice at about a grand a setting. Our little Toyota
paseo thru a rod at about So even the best have their share of problems. If you really like the car
I would buy it. If it is a lemon then you know the next car will be a different make. A few bad
apples???? Oh please give me a break!! When Suzuki issues a Tech Service Bulletin on a major

issue it's fair to say that more than a few units are effected. Goto Suzuki's own website. I have
experienced almost ALL of them. Maybe yours is the odd one. I too follow all the scheduled oil
changes Kms. The transmission manual oil gets dumped at every 25, Kms. A rear wheel
alignment requires aftermarket parts to complete because the engineers at Suzuki forgot to
make the rear wheel camber adjustable. This is a good thing? It's also curious to note that
Suzuki Canada doesn't issue many of the U. TSB's in Canada. It's the same car. Same parts.
There was once a area, called Suzuki Aerio - complaints,problems and fixes?? What happened
to this section. Please advise. We're doing a bit of reorganization around here, so you might
have lost track of things. If you go to the Suzuki Wagons folder, you'll find that discussion
there. Just click on the Track This Group link once you get to the folder and you'll be able to
track all the discussions in that gorup. That will also add that group to your CarSpace page. If
you haven't set up your CarSpace yet, just click that baneer at the top of the page. Where did
you get the parts for the Rear Wheel Camber Adjustment from? March I purchased my Aerio
rear camber adjusting bolts at : They are available from other sources also. You may need to
grind the bolt holes to permit further offset. By the way. Do other companies Charge to look at
their TSB? Don't you think it should be Free! I had to go tighten up all the front suspension
mounting bolts myself, because the dealer said that the constant clunking noise was normal.
Have pretty much resolved that issue, now I need too get rid if the horrible rattle in the dash
After 9 annoying months of constantly repairing the piece of junk it is almost to the point were it
should have been when i drove it off the lot The joy of Suzuki ownership? April I would
appreciate it if someone could post the dimensions of the cargo area of the Aerio SX May June
My fiance' and I have purchased the above model. Of course the AWD model is better in snow,
but we preferred gas mileage and went with the base model. Though Chicago doesn't get
dumped on, we still have our moments. I just took a quick look and I swear I felt a bracket with
connections. Great buy! Handling in the snow will depend on the tires you have. We always
switch in the winter but most people do not. Because the Aerio has a powerful engine you will
need to use a light foot to keep it from spinning. Other wise it is like any other Fwd car in the
snow. Suzuki usually has the connectors on the wire harness. The fog light wiring most likely
stops at the radiator support. There will be an empty plug located somewhere behind the
bumper. Since fog lights are usually available from the dealer as an accessory you should have
no problem getting them. Same goes for the light. You will have to locate the plug and order the
light, switch, and wiring parts from the dealer. Should be a plug in affair. July Too much shear
on the footprint. I went the other way and stuck my alloy 15"s in the corner of the garage and
put on 14" steel with touring tires. I personally like the Aerio SX better than any of the Korean
cars. But just the '05's. Earlier dash too strange for me. Count me as one who likes the digital
dash. I like being able to instantly see my speed. Can't really do that with analogue gauges.
They could have done the tach portion better but I like the speedo. My 03 Aerio SX seems to be
having a thermostat problem. I'm a good distance out in the Texas boonies from the nearest
dealer. Does anyone know where the thermostat is located? I am guessing on the "front" of the
engine on the driver's side where the top radiator hose is located. If I knew where it was I could
probably fix it myself. I guess I can find out when I drive in to town and go by the dealer but
wondered if anyone here knows for sure where it is. My wife has 72, miles on the car and this is
the first problem we've come up with I washed my silver SX this weekend after a few days of
wild weather. The sun was shining, it wasn't cold, the weather was beautiful and my car is shiny
new again. Over the weekend we saw a blue one on the same road as us and a yellow one on
the other side of the freeway. This is a good sign! Thats 2 of us with good city mileage but less
than expected on the highway. Your Lancer is much lower than the Aerio and I have been able
to improve the gas mileage on most cars I have owned but it is always both in the city and on
the highway and not city alone. It almost has to be drag resistence due either to the tall body or
the big side mirrors or both. Those mirrors might be causing wind noise too. I wonder what
would happen on the highway with the breakaway side mirrors folded in against the body. Might
be quieter and better highway gas mileage too but Im afraid to try it since Im lost without the left
mirror and it is dangerous. I like to fold that mirror in when going through a bank drive-up
window and then you can get really close. I probably should be happy with the mileage I get
compared to many other vehicles that have this much room and load space including larger
vehicles that dont have as much to offer. See post for my mileage. We are thinking of replacing
our old 94 Camry with a smaller and more versatile car with AWD capabaility. I have test driven
all four of them and so far I do like the Fastback the most. Thank you in advance. They gave me
a PDF file explaining all the details. What I would like to know are the following: 1 Does the AWD
system react quickly enough when the front wheels begin to slip? Again guys, thank you so
much for your inputs. Your opinions are very important in our final decision. I took my Aerio
yesterday to have the dealer service dept. My car has already had the brake springs replaced

under the Suzuki technical service bulletin that everyone in this forum is so familiar with by
now. The noise has not, however, disappeared. In fact, there is also now a squealing noise that
occurs when I apply the brakes backing up. Well, after checking the car, the dealer dept. They
have to order parts in order to repair it. In response to my question as to when they would be
able to fix the car, they said weeks for the parts to arrive, but they are just not sure. Very casual
about it, especially considering that it was my third trip to the dealer regarding the noise
problem. They said I could drive the car in the meantime. Mind you, the car is only one year old
and has 7, miles on it. Then I mentioned to them that I sometimes have a buzzing noise in the
right-hand passenger doors at highway speeds. Their response was, since we are in the city
and can't take the car out on the highway, and can't replicate the noise, we can't fix it. What the
heck is going on? I keep taking days off from work to go for service, and it leads nowhere.
That's why I wrote in my previous comments that Suzuki will never be successful until they fix
quality control and customer service problems. Sure they don't have any official recalls, but
there is no denying that there are legitimate problems that they are unable or unwilling to
address. I am upset even more because I took a chance on the new Aerio when it just came out
and have to deal with the consequences. And as I said before, Suzuki's flap with the warranty
coverage is totally amateurish. How could they start selling the car and then change their
warranty a couple of months later? Don't they have anybody planning these things? It's
business So what do you guys know about defective wheel bearings? We have a fairly early '
Model years affected, of vehicles etc.? I find it hard to believe that the problem is so unfixable
that Suzuki would replace the entire vehicle Is there any cost to the customer? I can't see them
replacing a 2 year old vehicle for a completely new one free of charge. If that's true, then talk
about customer relations! Either that, or the number of vehicles affected is really small. Other
than chocoxtaco,I have not heard of anybody having that code come up. Mine came on last
winter. I just had the dealer clear the code, had them put it in my history. Code has not come
back in over 20,km of driving. I own a manual trans Aerio Sedan and have been experiencing a
rattling sound associated with acceleration. Dealership has basically told me "they have spent
enough time on the car", and they can't find the problem. The rattling seems to happen when
you hit the accelerator, and it is a quick annoying loud noise sounds like something loose. I do
use high octane gas, as I was told this could be the infamous "ping", but the car still rattles. The
noise reminds me of my old toyota tecel, when the valves went-- the embarassing noise being
one reason I got rid of it now my brand new car sounds like this! Other then handing the keys
over to the dealership and saying "keep it till you fix it", does anyone else have this problem or
could lend some insight into some possible solutions? I've been trying to find fog light covers
for my 04 SX with no luck; Suzuki doesn't offer them, and the companies I've tried don't have
them either. The fog lights are very vulnerable to stone damage, so they should be covered.
Does anyone know where to get covers for them. It didn't do as well as my wife's CRV in the
really deep stuff because it's so low to the ground But, on the snow covered roads, the AWD
system worked great. I never spun the tires and the ABS did a great job of stopping the car. The
snow performance both starting and stopping was noticably better with the Winterforce tires
than the stock all-seasons. For anyone who lives in an area where it snows a fair amount, I
highly recommend the Aerio AWD with snow tires. That clunking noise definitely was more
prominent after there was a snow buildup in the wheel wells. I still need to get it into the dealer
to make sure there isn't a problem. Check out the tirerack or discounttiredirect. New
discussions have been popping up all over the forums. What's going on is that we're moving
away from larger, everything in one pile type of discussions where users have to go through
thousands of posts to find the info they want, and towards smaller, more focused discussions.
If one doesn't exist on the Aerio issue you want to discuss, feel free to start one up or click on
my username and drop me an email with your suggestion for a new discussion. As time goes
on, I'll be creating more new topics and moving misplaced posts that belong in them. Thanks
for your help and understanding as we slide the furniture araound a bit! August Since we didn't
have one, and someone posted about it, we now have a Suzuki Reno Wagon discussion. I've
moved the post with questions on the Reno to that discussion and you may continue there.
September I bought my Aerio SX premium package in December. Something must be the matter
with me. I really like the car. What does that mean? Does the resale value take a hit? Will Suzuki,
which doesn't have a lot of dealerships anyway, be able to support the car? In other words, is it
the smart thing to do to keep this car? I don't want to take a financial hit, but I don't want to get
out of warranty and find out it's not worth anything. Anybody got any advice? The car is being
replaced by the SX4. Looks very nice. Resale value? I think you should have gone with a Toyota
or Honda vehicle if resale was a big concern to you. Suzuki isn't a big seller of vehicles in the U.
My SX is grossly outnumbered by every other type of vehicle on the road. I have found no
articles declaring the Aerio an orphan. November In my opinion, this is twice the vehicle of the

Honda Fit and a much better warranty. Those tires stink and give you terrible traction, especially
in snow. My Aerio is a snow plow through snow now. The new sizes are nearly the same
diameter and it even makes the car look nicer. Hi everyone, I am an international student here in
U. S and I'm about to buy my first car. I found two Suzuki Aerio Wagon in my area and both of
their mileage are under 55, How much would be a proper price for them? And since I'm a
student and have no job, how should i concern about damages and problems that this car will
make? Any advises would be helpful. Thank you! I am planning to sell it soon, so I am aware of
values. You can investigate used car pricing on Expect to pay considerably LESS than the
prices these tell you because the Suzuki Aerio is not a popular car and a car salesman will be
eager to get rid of them. One thing you should know is that car insurance is very expensive for
the Aerio compared to other small cars. Also, fuel economy for AWD models is not good I
usually get about mpg. If you have more questions about Aerios, I would be happy to help you.
Thank you so much bren. That is very helpful. Just bought an 03 sx FWD aerio in black with 69k
miles well cared for pampered car I did a quick check on car-part. This might be an option if
you're stiffed by Suzuki. BTW the oil was changed 3k on the dot. I love my car but it is not
getting good gas mileage at all. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click
one of these buttons! I found a Suzuki site in Japan with a PDF in english that listed the curb
weight of the Aerio sedan as lbs, though that was with a 1. Plus, the 5-door could be lighter than
the sedan, as it is shorter. I love the hatch but 2 doors can be inconvenient so 4 doors plus a
hatch sounds really good. Needless to say, I have high hopes for the Aerio SX! The nearest
dealer is not that close to me here about 40km away but I'll go out there if I must. With a bigger,
more powerful engine than all but the much more expensive XRS model , the choice for me is
pretty obvious. I want something a bit smaller than the Matrix anyway to replace my Geo Metro. I
suspect that the Aerio won't have quite the demand that the Matrix has either, so perhaps there
won't be a multi-month wait for it. What do you think? Thanks for your comments. Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. January edited October in Suzuki. The Suzuki
Aerio will be available in showrooms starting in March. Read the full story here: here. And let us
know what you think. January Anyone know what the curb weight will be? If it isn't much
heavier than a Swift then it will really be swift What are those wheels, like 10"? Otherwise, not
too shabby. Has those nice modern pull out door handles. Not the main reason I'd buy a car, but
it doesn't hurt. I think the Suzuki Aerio SX is one of the vehicles that will start a major revolution
in car sales. In many ways, the Aerio SX is an expression of the so-called "multi-activity vehicle"
idea that was pioneered by Renault's ground-breaking Scenic way back in a vehicle that has
very flexible interior arrangements and reasonably roomy, but doesn't have the stigma of a real
minivan. Customers who want vehicles with good carrying capacity but want standard
automobile parking ability and fuel efficiency will be drawn to these new vehicles. The hideous
interior design? Don't tell me it comes with an 80s style digital gauge package on every Aerio!!
If so, that automatically marks this car off my list. I can't stand digital gauges, and that center
stack design is funky to say the least. I also don't like the rear styling of the hatch model the
rear window looks small, the tailights are a strange mix of the Focus and Volvo V70, and the
shape of the hatch is odd. I do like the power of the engine, and the sedan looks sporty in top
line trim, similar to the Lancer OZ and Corolla S, but the nose looks too bland and Civicish.
Overall, this car will barely make a dent in the market, just like the old Esteem. Me craze started
to wain That picture above is a little misleading. Not near as snazzy. I believe the picture above
is the concept version that was shown earlier this year. The real production version is a bit
more bland. I'm disappointed that the real vehicle has not lived up to the hype about it. It was
supposed to have hp and AWD available. I don't see any "sport" version like that. The styling is
a let down. The concept car, although a bit out there, had pretty cool styling. The production
version looks like a Colt Vista wagon. But I don't think this will even put a dent in those sales.
Suzuki has an image problem here in the states and producing boring, basic little cars is part of
the problem. This Aerio is not going to help in that department. We have an XL-7 and love it.
Suzuki is a great buy for the money, I just wish they would come out of the closet and make
something that people would say "WOW" about. I don't know why everyone loves AWD. With
good tires you don't need it, IMO. I want an inexpensive runabout, not an expensive AWD one.
That isn't useful for everyday driving, IMO. I think the car is a great answer to a Toyota Echo.
Also, it does come with a digital dash. I am a big fan of the European mini-minivans like
Reanault Megane Scenic which we drove and really like. This looks like the closest thing yet.
Dimensions are very similar to Matrix which I had great hopes for, but on closer inspection it
really blows it, the ceiling is high and they give away all the advantage with a high floor. SUV
syndrome. I haven't seen dimension yet but I would expect with FWD the Aerio will have a low
floor and much room. Looks hopefull. February I don't see anything new at Gotta say I really

love the styling of this car! Didn't Nissan pioneer this look with the Axcess sp? It has the most
powerful standard engine around. I agree that the sedan is an afterthought in this case, with the
fastback SX Sport Xrossover being the real deal. I'll be test-driving the Aerio soon and my only
possible complaint might be the rear suspension. Rear Macpherson struts are usually there on
small cars only to accomodate AWD, which it sounds like they are bringing out in the fall; to
save costs they decided to use the same suspension with both drivetrains. But for FWD cars
that don't have rear differentials, etc. Anyway, the test-drive of the Aerio will tell, maybe 4-wheel
mac struts won't be so bad after all It was the Axxess. It came out for one year only, I think they
stopped selling because of their rollover tendency. One of my teachers in school had one, and
she said it felt tippy all the time. They only old for one year though, weird. However, it continued
in Canada through the '95 model year. I think it just wasn't particularly popular in the US, and
since the Quest was coming for '93, they chose to cancel it. Look for a direct link in the Helpful
Links on the left side of the page. Happy motoring! I have posted it in another forum, but just
want to copy here as well. I just came from a test drive of Aerio. It is already available in Canada.
I drove the top SX model. Exterior is pretty. The interior is Electronic instruments are hard to
read. May be some time behind its wheel would help. Plenty of space, rear seats are higher than
front ones, which is nice. Engine has power and torque, but is not refined at all. It is livable, just
not up to, let's say, Sentra's or Protege's 2. I really liked suspensions. They are tight, but not
harsh. Steering is nice too. Throws are short. Synchronizer is really good. Every shift was
smooth. Wind and tire noise well dumped or may be because engine was a bit loud? Stereo has
cassette and CD players with 6 speakers. But sound is so-so. The folding door mirrors are big.
My biggest complain is a breakes. They are way too soft. But if you want more refined car and
don't mind to spend a little more then look elsewhere. I have a Geo Metro, the sister vehicle to
the Suzuki Swift. Mine is a '95 and it is a rock-solid reliable vehicle. Never left me stranded. Only
repairs have been maintenence items and wear items tires, brakes, exhaust, spark plugs, air and
oil filters, some emission control valves. It was the first year of the new body-type and yet it was
put together quite well. I see tons of them and the older early '90s body type still running just
fine. The main problem with my car is that it has poor resale value, which is an overall Suzuki
problem. They just don't hold their value like Hondas and Toyotas. If I can't get that much then it
seems silly to trade in a small and somewhat underpowered but otherwise perfectly running
vehicle for a new one, even one as affordable as the Aerio. We'll see -- I may test drive an Aerio
tomorrow if it doesn't snow. I've owned 14 vehicles and the three best were all Suzukis, followed
by a Mitsu, a Nissan and a Toyota, with a Ford Grenada and a Renault falling far, far behind in a
fight for last place. Anyway, I've never had to do anything but routine maintence on the Zukes,
so I imagine the Aerio will be fine. I know recall stats aren't the last word on reliability, but over
the years they do give a picture of a company's design, manufacturing and quality control
capability. According to Transport Canada's recall database, Suzuki had only eight recalls in the
12 model years from through , putting it dead even with Acura and a little better than Infiniti 9 ,
Lexus 14 and Mercedes Over the same period, Fords were recalled times, Chevys On the way
home from work yesterday afternoon, a brand new Aerio 5-dr pulled into traffic ahead of me
This one was silver colour I finally took a test drive today, actually a couple. The engine is really
noisy, and liquid-filled engine mounts or not, lots of vibrations get through to the seat, steering
wheel and pedals. More noticable with the auto, probably as I didn't have to think about shifting
an unfamiliar car. The engine doesn't have a nice roar, it has an annoying, grating buzz. Shift
points in the auto are not great for gas mileage, turning over RPM at 50mph or so in 4th gear.
For a minute I wasn't sure it had a fourth gear as it didn't want to shift up maybe just needs a
break-in. The clutch on the manual is not bad and the shifter is precise but the downshift from
5th to 4th is a bit hard to find. The power is nice in a lb car but it feels louder and vibrates more
than my 3-banger Metro which means the 6-speaker stereo doesn't sound good at all though
that one does sound better than the 4-speaker one in the GLX. Even with the engine off it isn't a
good sounding stereo, especially compared to the one in my Saturn 8-speaker. The stereo is
ugly too and has strange controls. If it has fade, I couldn't find it. Cruise control is on the centre
console??? Whose idea was that? Never could figure out the driver's seat height adjustment.
Overall, the seating feels high like a minivan, not like a car. Digital instruments are weird -- I'm
sure I could get used to them but I find that I can 'read' analog gauges in my peripheral vision
while a numerical speed indication is not readible unless you are looking right at it, and its
varying brightness by more or less LEDs lit is distracting. Handling of the SX with 15" aluminum
wheels and low-profile tires was a bit better than the GLX with 14" steel wheels and 65 profile
tires. On paper I really liked the car but I think I need something more refined at this point,
which is too bad. The car is more powerful but so much heavier than my Metro pounds more
that it doesn't feel nearly as nimble. Sad, as I was hoping to like the car. Does look really nice in
blue too. Guess I'll go test drive a Vibe and maybe a P5. Just goes to show that power isn't

everything. Oh well, not everyone shares my opinion as many of the ones on the lot were
already sold and they haven't even advertised them yet. March We currently have a '93 4 door
Sidekick Too bad the SX is so unrefined Suzuki could have a winner here if they'd sweated the
details a bit more. Still, I'll test drive it too to see for myself. The Aerio sale was Suzuki's to lose
as I loved it on paper but the lack of refinement was really disappointing. I think it would be
worth a few dollars more for something quieter. I'm waiting for a Vibe test drive and should do
the P5 too, though its looks don't really grab me either. If the Vibe and P5 are poor in the engine
power department then I'll reconsider the Aerio again. The liquid-filled engine mounts had me
hoping for a refined ride but I guess they really had to hop up that engine to get it to go hp with
all lb-ft of torque available down at rpm -- it must be practically race tuned for an 87 octane
motor. That plus the two-stage timing chain which is known to be very reliable, but noisy -again, sounds like racecar tuning. I actually like the looks of the P Still not sure abouy Hyundai
quality-wise either. Have you checked out the Subaru TS wagon On paper, I like the TS but in
person it really looks ugly to me to this beholder -- many others may like the styling of the
Subie. I just checked one out on the highway again today and the verdict is still, ugly. I know
styling shouldn't count for so much but I'll have to look at it every day so if I hate it, I'll hate it. I
like the look of the Aerio but many people don't, takes all kinds and all that. Quality Posts:
Finally getting out and doing some test drives for my new unit. Took a Matrix base auto with the
"B" package power door locks, air conditioning, and alloy rims for a spin today. I thought this
was going to be my next car, but now I am not so sure. I thought the interior was kind of cheap,
the metal that is supposed to metal is and looks like plastic. The ride was comfortable and felt
assured, but the power that people have been noting on the Matrix site is " suspicious ". My
Suzuki Esteem 1. There is nothing wrong with the power I am just comparing it with another
engine which I previously owned. I can't see it. I was not planning on taking a peak at the Aerio
because quite frankly I do not like the styling. I think my Esteem looked better. Went for a spin
today and the drive was O. The engine was a little growly as noted by others, but so was my 1.
The same sort of sound, I kind of like it. Instead of horsepower you have a horsepower growl.
Not a big deal. The interior is "different" Sort of feminine styling and digital readouts, which I
did not mind particularly the digital readouts. I thought the automatic shifter area looked kind of
cheap though. The cargo space seems good but I did not like the drop off effect in the rear. The
SX version has a flat cargo area by comparison. According to the guys at the dealership you
can get this automatic version for about 19K, including freight. I think that represents better
value that the Matrix I test drove, which they wanted approximately 21K for and which was less
well equipped and has a smaller motor. I would buy this car over the Matrix and others, but I am
left with the styling issue of the whole car. I just doesn't make me want to buy it. Tup Posts:
Power windows, power side mirrors, leather steering wheel, better center console, side skirts
etc. There was no XR on the lot so I did not get to see one. I think the basic Vibe is a very good
looking vehicle. Styling is another issue. Was the Matrix much quieter than the Aerio or similar?
Did the smaller engine feel much less powered or similar? What was that stuff, BTW? This is my
second attempt to post. Purchased pearl green after much shopping mainly for Matrix and Vibe,
which not available in my price range. Hpulley4: the extra stuff is called the "power package"
includes remote keyless entry, power door locks, power windows and cruise control. These
things are standard with the Aerio GLX You can probably order a base Vibe with auto, but
nothing in this price range is currently available in my market. Two will be here soon and they
will both be black. Will pick up my new unit tomorrow. I like the idea of the HP motor and the
green makes the car look completely different and buyable for me. Colour may not be a big
issue with the Sedan which looks different. The Matrix is quieter than the Suzuki. But, I kind of
like the growl. Let us know how you like it once you've had it for a little while. My local Pontiac
dealer finally has a Vibe to test drive. I'll let you know how I think they compare. I believe you're
the first Suzuki Aerio owner in this discussion! We look forward to hearing all about your
delivery experience Good luck with your new toy. Give us all of the details after you pick up. The
Aerio has really good intro rates right now, and the price is especially good on the auto GLX I'd
like the stick but for times when my wife might drive it, auto would be better. I am almost
tempted by those low rates, even though I thought the car was too noisy for me. The Hyundai
rates aren't nearly as good both lease and finance are higher, at least on the GT. I didn't realize
that it might have such high freight don't know exactly what it is in Ontario. The looks of the
Elantra are turning me off too, just personal preference but something about the styling doesn't
hit it. Finally, sounds like a silly reason, but the Elantra is a bit too long. Our driveway isn't that
long and unless I take my wife's advice and get rid of our concrete side steps, replacing my Geo
Metro with something a lot bigger is going to make parking our two cars a headache. There IS
enough room but if one or both don't park 'perfectly' then it would be tight. The Aerio is The
Vibe is " long, which is better but still quite a bit bigger. My Metro hatch is just " long, if you can

believe that, so the Elantra is more than 2 feet longer, which might be a tight squeeze. This car
was not my first choice but I am glad I bought it. For me it is a courier vehicle and not much
more. I need a reliable vehicle that is efficient and reasonable to operate. I have grown quite
fond of my dark grey and tan interior. I am very satisfied with this vehicle which is very well
equipped for a fair price. Just cracked a km yesterday and the car feels like it is ready to rumble
on the hills and the highway. The HP motor is probably a big reason why I bought the car. I was
not attracted by the styling of this car, but now I do not mind it at all. Starting to get some
compliments mainly females about the car. No problems to report at this time and the car feels
like it will able to do a days work without complaining too much. Will keep everybody posted if
any problems develop. And, thanks for the congrats. Howho: According to So I would get the
quote on paper and then give a little call to Hyundai Canada. That's insane! Thanks for the info,
TUP. Too bad there wasn't any information on the Aerio, though. My experience at the Hyundai
dealer regarding the "pricing" has sort of turned me off on going back there to have a closer
look. Most people who buy Suzukis in North America are Canadians, eh? I must say, it's
Suzuki's best attempt yet to sell a small car in the North American market. The Suzuki exhibit
was empty this year at the Detroit auto show. I sprawled out on the carpet and took a nice nap
there I didn't see the Aerio there, but I picked up some literature on it. Your right about Suzuki
and Canada Mark. Tastes are similar but a bit different to Americans. Comparing the 2, small
cars take a bigger piece of the pie in Canada. Hell, we used to be able to buy the old Mini in the
70's. The small car market is just bigger up here for some reason. Maybe taxes and overall
income levels I should have it by Saturday Mar 30th. Will let everyone know how it is!! It has
been extremely reliable for me in the last 11 years. IE: I had to finally replace the timing belt at k,
new alternator at k, new shocks in front 5 or 6 years ago, and not much else except tires and
shocks. We look forward to hearing all the details Have you looked at the Corolla, or do you
need a hatch. You do have that LW for when you need the extra room. The Corolla sure is
refined - since it seems that is what you are looking for, and it will even sip as little fuel as your
Metro. The Golf is also a really nice hatchback - esp with the TDI. I much prefer a hatchback to a
sedan, but now that I have a minivan - I guess I can look at sedans too. Have you driven the
Matrix yet? I haven't driven a Matrix but I drove the Vibe which I found to be quieter than the
Aerio, though not as cheap sim
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ilarly equipped, or as powerful. Makes it difficult to accept the higher price of the Vibe but on
the other hand, refinement is hard to price. I agree that I could probably get by with just a sedan
now, though I do like hatches for times when I need the cargo space and my wife has the wagon
the usual situation. Unfortunately, I think the Prizm has been discontinued in Canada for some
time so that option isn't there. I doubt the Corolla will do quite as well as the Metro on gas, but it
may come close. I don't love the look of the Matrix, or the new Corolla or the new Camry for that
matter but maybe I could get past the looks. Even the Corolla is kind of expensive next to the
Aerio, with the automatic CE with package B about the same price as the Aerio GLX but with the
Aerio having a big edge on options fastback or sedan choice, power windows, cruise control,
variable intermittent wipers, etc. Finally, the Corolla is a bit long. Another reason why I like
hatches: they're usually shorter.

